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Thread: todays test
heey85 - June 1, 2012, 3:38 pm

so im down to actually testing some of this stuff
just bought a bottle of Hermes so will use that to cover 2 drops of TI on wrist.. see what happens in
class.. majority old women except one close to my age 25 +/lets see either 2 or maybe 3 drops .. i already had 3 drops of ti on my write just washed with soap to
refresh

the third bottleis the one i have but 3.3oz
mark-in-dallas - June 1, 2012, 3:41 pm

You are very likely to find 3 drops of TI is too much and bea at an OD level. Did you start with 1
drops, then try 2 the second time, or did you use 2 drops the first time out.
heey85 - June 1, 2012, 3:54 pm

(06-01-2012 2:41 PM)mark-in-dallas Wrote: &nbsp;You are very likely to find 3 drops of TI is too
much and bea at an OD level. Did you start with 1 drops, then try 2 the second time, or did you use
2 drops the first time out.
honestly i had a solid hit i think yesterday with 2 drops of TI abd some TA mixed in it was just
simple customer service.. but damn that smile was huge..lol ur right i might stick to 2 drops ..

i have a bad habit of telling my self okay only 2 drops of this and then bam i end up swimming in
other stuff too
mark-in-dallas - June 1, 2012, 4:15 pm

Guess you didn't follow the advice the we repeatedly give about starting with ONE drop or spray and
working your way up. To bad too, you might have gotten MORE than just a smile if ONE drop would
have been your sweet spot! Guess you'll never know now though, will you?
heey85 - June 1, 2012, 4:45 pm

Lol well i did 2 drops now of ti.. In class at the moment but havent noticed much... Test going on so
lol

